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Removing and fitting key components
Disassembly and assembly stages

The CyScan sensor is constructed from individual modules that can be removed 
and replaced as required. This section covers the removal and replacement of these 
modules.

There are nine key stages of disassembly/assembly for all CyScan sensor modules, 
these are:

Stage                                                             Previous stages required   

1 The Rotor Heatshield                                 

2 The Rotor                                                  1

3 The Body Cover                                        1

4 The Motor Gearbox                                  1,2,3

5 The CPU Module                                       1,3

6 The Controller PCB                                   1,3,5

7 The Yaw Gyro                                           1,2,3,4,5,6

8 The Vertical Reference Unit (VRU)              1,2,3,4

9 The Pitch and Roll Actuators                     1,2,3,4

! WARNING: Ensure Static Safe Handling procedures are observed when 
removing/fitting circuit board assemblies, e.g. CPU module & Controller PCB, 
VRU, Yaw gyro, etc.

See next page for a component overview 

The figures 
shown here 
for each stage 
are the other 
previous stages 
that you must 
complete before 
access can be 
gained to the 
necessary com-
ponents.
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Component overview
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Stage 1 - The Rotor Heatshield

To remove the Rotor Heatshield:
1 Using a flat blade screwdriver, remove the four screws on top of the rotor heat-

shield.

2 Lift the rotor heatshield up away from the sensor.

To fit the Rotor Heatshield:
1 Place the rotor heatshield onto the rotor so that the aperture aligns with the 

two rotor lenses. Also the four mounting holes must correspond to the four pil-
lars on top of the rotor.

2 Insert M5 x 12 slotted screws and bonded seals into the four mounting holes 
and using a flat blade screwdriver, tighten the four screws in a staged and even 
manner until all are tight.
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Stage 2 - The Rotor

To remove the Rotor:
1 Using a flat blade screwdriver, loosen the two screws on top of the rotor in an 

even manner until they are both loose. Fully undo the two screws and retract 
them from the rotor.

! IMPORTANT: Both screws have special waterproof ‘bonded seal’ wash-
ers. Be sure to keep the washers safe with the screws. Standard wash-
ers must not be used in replacement, as a watertight seal will not be 
achieved. 

2 Lift the rotor vertically upwards away from the sensor gearbox.

see next page for fitting instructions
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Stage 2 - The Rotor (continued)

To fit the Rotor:
1 Ensure the ‘O’ ring is present on the top of the gearbox shaft. Smear silicone 

grease lightly over the ‘O’ ring but ensure none gets on the contacts of the 
exposed connector.

2 Orient the rotor above the sensor with its main connector facing down to the 
sensor and the face with the large connector pointing in the same direction as 
the small key screw on the shaft. This ensures that the keyway in the rotor con-
nector aligns with the key screw of the shaft.

3 Place the rotor onto the shaft and slide it down into position. It may be nec-
essary to rock the rotor slightly to get it to fully mate with the shaft.

4 Insert the two long M5 x 100 screws each with a specialist waterproof sealing 
washer intact. Smear silicone grease onto the sealing washers for better water 
protection. These bonded seal washers are essential to form a watertight seal 
- standard washers MUST NOT be used in replacement. 

! IMPORTANT: It is essential that the two screws in the next step are tight-
ened evenly. Note also the essential coating of more silicone grease. 

5 Using a flat blade screwdriver, tighten the two screws alternately to take up the 
slack. Now tighten the two screws alternately in decreasing steps of rotation, 
i.e. one turn each, then three quarters each, then half each, etc. Continue in 
small increments of rotation until both are brought to even tightness. Finally, 
apply a coating of silicone grease around the screw heads and sealing washers 
to minimise the chance of water ingress at this point. 

6 Ensure that the rotor can rotate freely without touching any part of the sensor 
gearbox. 
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Stage 3 - The Body Cover

To remove the Body Cover:
1 Using a 4mm AF hex key, loosen and remove the outer ring of twelve M5 x 12 

screws (and their bonded seal washers) around the body cover top plate.

2 On the underside of body cover, just above the white bellows, locate the four 
lower retaining screws. These four screws are recessed and are placed at 90 
degree intervals. Their positions, when viewing from the top of the sensor, are 
rotated 15 degrees anticlockwise from the main Bow-Stern, Port-Starboard axes 
of the sensor. Push down the white bellows and use a right-angled 4mm AF hex 
key to loosen and remove the four M5 x 25 screws + bonded seals.

3 Raise the body cover up until you have access to the lower half of the controller 
board on the starboard side of the sensor. Locate the Case LEDs connector on 
the controller board and disconnect the socket housing from the plug. 

4 Now lift the body cover and Case LEDs lead vertically upwards and away from 
the sensor body.

see next page for fitting instructions

Position of locking 
bolt axis - roughly 
15o from Bow-Stern 
axis

Locking 
bolt axis

4 x bolts + 
bonded seals 
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Stage 3 - The Body Cover (continued)

To fit the Body Cover:

! IMPORTANT: Use silicone grease in the areas indicated to ensure a 
waterproof seal. 

1 Smear a thin layer of silicone grease onto the two white rubber seals.

2 Orient the body cover so that the handles accurately line up with the Bow-Stern 
axis of the sensor. The LED cable connector should be on the same side as the 
main controller PCB.

3 Lower the body cover onto the sensor frame until it is possible to attach the 
Case LEDs lead from the cover to the corresponding connector on the lower 
right hand side of the controller board.

4 Fully seat the body cover and ensure that its twelve mounting holes line up with 
those in the outer ring of the sensor motor gearbox top plate. 

5 On the underside of the body cover, locate four mounting holes which are 
spaced at 90 degree intervals but whose axes are rotated 15 degrees anticlock-
wise from the main bow-stern, port-starboard axes of the sensor (see position 
diagram left). Push down the white bellows and insert a hex head bolt into each 
mounting hole. Finger tighten the bolts and then use a right-angled 4mm AF 
hex key to tighten the four M5 x 25 screws + M5 bonded seals in a staged and 
even manner until all are tight.

6 Insert M5 x 12 hex head screws + bonded seals into the twelve mounting holes 
around the top of the body cover. Using a 4mm A/F hex key, tighten the twelve 
screws in a staged and even manner until all are tight. When screws are secure, 
smear a thin layer of silicone grease around the screw heads and washers to 
maintain a watertight seal. 

Position of locking 
bolt axis - roughly 
15o from Bow-Stern 
axis

Locking 
bolt axis

4 x bolts + 
bonded seals 
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Stage 4 - The Motor Gearbox

To remove the Motor Gearbox:
1 Using a 4mm AF hex key, loosen and remove the ring of six outermost M5 x 20 

screws and bonded seals of the sensor motor gearbox top plate.

2 On the right hand side of the controller board, locate the motor power and 
data cables. Cut cable tie and elastomer seal on power connector. Disconnect 
both of these cables from their connectors and ensure that the cables are free 
to move as the motor/gearbox unit is removed.

3 Lift the complete motor gearbox assembly vertically upwards and away from 
the sensor body, ensuring that its two cables do not snag.

see next page for fitting instructions
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Stage 4 - The Motor Gearbox (continued)

To fit the Motor Gearbox:
1 Place the head motor gearbox assembly over the sensor frame and orient it so 

that the motor is towards the Bow end of the sensor. Slowly lower the assembly 
into the sensor frame, taking care to route the two motor cables neatly towards 
the Bow end of the controller board.

2 Seat the motor gearbox assembly onto the top ring of the sensor frame so that 
the six mounting holes of the assembly correspond to those of the frame.

3 Attach the motor power and data cables to the appropriate connectors in the 
top right hand corner of the controller board. Add cable ties to the leg of the 
frame and secure cables to these. Place elastomer on the power connector to 
maintain in position.

4 Insert M5 x 20 hex head screws with M5 bonded seals into the six mounting 
holes around the top ring of the motor gearbox assembly. Using a 4mm A/F hex 
key, tighten the six screws in a staged and even manner until all are tight. When 
screws are secure, smear a thin layer of silicone grease around the screw heads 
and washers to maintain a watertight seal. 
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Stage 5 - The CPU Module

! IMPORTANT: Observe Static Safe handling procedure.

To remove the CPU Module:
1 Disconnect the three ribbon cable connectors (at the controller board end) that 

link the CPU module with the controller PCB.

2 Using a flat blade screwdriver, remove the four screws from the CPU module. 
Each screw has a washer, ensure that the washers are not mislaid.

3 Grasp the CPU module either side of its circuit board adjacent to the main con-
nector at the top. Free the board from the long connector with small pulls on 
each side of the board. When the connector becomes free, remove the CPU 
module from its mounting.

 Note: The CPU Module and Controller PCB should be kept and exchanged to-
gether as a pair.

see next page for fitting instructions 
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Stage 5 - The CPU Module (continued)

! IMPORTANT: Observe Static Safe handling procedure.

To fit the CPU Module:
1 Orient the CPU board so that its two long edge connectors are at the top. Place 

the CPU board close to the controller PCB on the Starboard side of the sensor.

2 Locate the three short ribbon cables that lead from the middle section of the 
controller PCB. In turn, attach each of these cables to the corresponding con-
nectors on the CPU module with their respective red-marked wires uppermost. 
Note: ensure that the orientations of the three short ribbon cables are correct 
as it is possible to connect them the wrong way round.

3 Ensure that the two long edge connectors of the CPU board line up with those 
on the controller board and push the two boards together so that they fully 
mate.

4 Insert four screws (each with a washer) into the four holes of the CPU board 
and into the corresponding threaded mounting posts on the controller PCB. 
Using a flat blade screwdriver, tighten all four screws to reasonable hand tight-
ness. 
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Stage 6 - The Controller PCB

! IMPORTANT: Observe Static Safe handling procedure.

To remove the Controller PCB: 
1 Carefully disconnect all of the connections to the controller board.

2 Using a flat blade screwdriver, first remove the top left screw to release the 
earth contacts. Next disconnect the cable connectors and then remove the re-
maining seven nylon M3 x 6 screws and two spacers securing the board to the 
sensor frame.

3 Remove the controller PCB from the unit.

 Note: The CPU Module and Controller PCB should be kept- and exchanged 
together as a pair. 

see next page for fitting instructions Disconnect
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Stage 6 - The Controller PCB (continued)

! IMPORTANT: Observe Static Safe handling procedure.

To fit the Controller PCB:
1 Place the controller PCB against its mounting pillars on the Starboard side of 

the sensor frame. Ensure that all of the connections to be made to the control-
ler are in suitable positions, particularly the ribbon cables that will attach to the 
connectors along the bottom edge – these must pass under the controller PCB 
and are most easily positioned before the board is fixed in place.

2 Insert seven nylon M3 x 6 screws and two spacers in the outer holes of the 
controller PCB (except the top left hole) and into the corresponding threaded 
mounting posts on the sensor frame. Insert the steel screw into the top left hole 
and ensure the earth contact is attached. Using a flat blade screwdriver, tighten 
all six screws to reasonable hand tightness.

red stripe

red stripe
CPU

board

red stripe

Motor
Gearbox

POWER

POWER
IN

DATA

Vertical
Reference

Unit

Rotor

Roll
Actuator

Pitch
Actuator

Yaw
GyroCase LED

Indicators

0V - BLUE

24V - BROWN

3 Attach the following cables to the appropriate connectors on the controller PCB 
(refer to the connection diagram): the pitch and roll actuator cables, the rotor 
unit cable, the VRU cable and the two power leads. If the three short ribbon 
cables are not already attached to the controller, attach them now, ensuring 
that their orientations match those shown on the block connection diagram ð 

4 If the Motor Gearbox is in place, also attach the motor power and data cables. 
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Stage 7 - The Yaw Gyro

To remove the Yaw Gyro:
1 Looking from the Starboard side of the sensor locate the yaw gyro - a small 

vertically mounted circuit board. Using a 2.5mm A/F hex tool to remove the two 
M3 x 16 screws that secure the yaw gyro board to the sensor frame (these are 
normally hidden behind the controller board).

2 Disconnect the ribbon cable connector from the yaw gyro board.  

3 Lift out the yaw gyro unit.

To fit the Yaw Gyro:
1 Place the yaw gyro board into the sensor frame adjacent to the pitch actuator. 

The large rectangular component (the gyro unit) should be uppermost on the 
board. 

2 Locate the ribbon cable leading from the VRU board and attach it to the con-
nector situated towards the bottom of the yaw gyro assembly.

3 Insert two M3 x 16 screws through the upper and lower frame bars and into 
the corresponding threaded holes of the yaw gyro board. Using a 2.5mm A/F 
hex tool, tighten both screws to reasonable hand tightness.
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Stage 8 - The Vertical Reference Unit (VRU) 

To remove the Vertical Reference Unit (VRU):
1 Looking into the Bow end of the sensor body, locate the Vertical Reference Unit 

which is a small circuit board mounted horizontally. Disconnect both of the rib-
bon cable connectors from the VRU board.

2 Using a flat blade screwdriver, remove the four M3 x 6 screws that secure the 
VRU to the sensor frame. Lift aside the earth lead from the front left screw hole.

3 Lift out the VRU board.

To fit the Vertical Reference Unit (VRU):
1 Looking from the Bow end of the sensor body, locate the mounting space for 

the VRU (the horizontal space bordered on three sides by the controller board 
and the two actuators. Place the VRU board into the space so that its two rib-
bon cable connectors face the Stern end of the sensor.

2 Insert four screws into the VRU board mounting holes. An earth strap must be 
placed onto the screw in the front left corner (as viewed from above). Using a 
flat blade screwdriver, tighten all four screws to reasonable hand tightness.

3 Locate the VRU ribbon cable leading from the controller board and attach it to 
the starboard side connector of the two.

4 Locate the ribbon cable leading from the yaw gyro board and attach it to the 
port side connector of the two.

To controller

To yaw gyro

Earth strap
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4 When the lead screw shaft 
releases from the actuator, 
remove the actuator cross-
piece from the sensor frame.

3 Carefully rotate the large toothed pulley of the actuator 
anti-clockwise (as viewed from above) until it releases 
from the lead screw shaft that extends down into the 
base of the sensor.

! IMPORTANT: As you turn the large toothed pulley, 
take care not to damage the encoder disc (the thin 
circular metal plate with four slots cut through it). 

 Throughout the winding process, it may be necessary to 
slant the body of the sensor into various positions to ac-
commodate the actuator and lead screw shaft within the 
confines of the sensor frame.

Stage 9 - The Actuators

To remove an Actuator unit:
(applies equally to the Pitch and Roll Actuators)
1 Disconnect the ribbon cable 

connector at the rear of the 
actuator circuit board. 

2 Using a 4mm A/F hex key, 
remove the two bolts at either 
end of the actuator cross-
piece.

5 To remove the actuator base, 
remove the four M5 x 20 
bolts from the two pedestal 
bearings at either side of the 
actuator base. 

see next page for 
fitting instructions
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4 Once the shaft is in place, rotate the toothed pulley 
clockwise (as viewed from above) to make the actua-
tor body move down the lead screw shaft.

! IMPORTANT: When turning the large toothed 
pulley, take care not to damage the encoder disc 
(the thin circular metal plate with four slots cut 
through it).

 During the winding process it may be necessary to 
slant the CyScan frame into various positions to ac-
commodate the lead screw shaft and the actuator 
body within the confines of the frame.

continued on next page

Stage 9 – The Actuators

To fit an actuator
(Applies equally to the pitch and roll actuators)
NOTE: The actuator's as-
sembly comprises two parts, 
which are loosely connected 
on receipt: the crosspiece and 
the main body. Remove the 
main body from the cross-
piece using a 5mm A/F hex 
key to undo the two bolts 
mounted at either end of the 
actuator body.  

1 Place the actuator cross-
piece in position, so that 
the lead screw shaft (ris-
ing from the sensor base 
plate) protrudes through 
the crosspiece. Insert four 
M5 x 20 bolts, coated 
with Vibro-Tight, into 
each of the two pedestal 
bearings at either side of 
the crosspiece. Ensure the 
crosspiece is positioned 
fully to the left and tight-
en the four bolts evenly. 

2 Place the actuator body 
into the CyScan frame so 
that its PCB faces inwards.  

3 Angle the actuator body 
so that the lead screw 
shaft is visible with suf-
ficient space to lower the 
actuator body onto the 
end of the shaft. Lower 
the actuator so that the 
lead screw shaft is placed 
into the underside of 
the large toothed pulley 
mounted on top of the 
actuator body. 
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To fit an Actuator (continued)
5 Continue winding the toothed pulley until the actuator has travelled down the 

lead screw shaft sufficiently to allow it to be fixed to the actuator base plate 
that is attached to the sensor frame. Exact positioning of the actuator along the 
lead screw shaft is unnecessary as it will automatically find its own level during 
the initialisation process once power is applied.

6 At either end of the actuator base plate (attached to the sensor frame) there are 
two universal couplings that are used to secure the body of the actuator. Posi-
tion the upper segment of each universal coupling so that they align with the 
holes at either end of the actuator body. 

7 Insert the two large bolts into the holes at either end of the actuator body and 
ensure that, as you hand turn them, they engage correctly with the universal 
couplings below. Using a 5mm A/F hex key, tighten the two mounting bolts in a 
staged and even manner.

8 Locate the appropriate ribbon cable leading from the controller board and at-
tach it (in the correct orientation) to the connector on the rear of the actuator 
circuit board. 

9 By moving the CyScan frame through a full range of motion ensure the lead 
screw shaft will not catch on the gearbox top plate.   
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This section describes the additional functions that are available when engineer level 
access is enabled within the CyScan Console software package.

The engineer functions are used for the following purposes:

• to input initial system configuration settings such a communications baud rate 
and serial port identity.

• to input initial vessel details such as size, sensor position and vessel name. 

• to upgrade standard Console features/capability when a new general software 
version is released or when a user/application specific version is produced.

• to allow detailed performance analysis or fault diagnosis of the sensor inde-
pendent of the Console package.

• to view raw reflection data and associated gain/power controls.

• to view the position of the bearing reference marker.

• to test the leveller mechanism.

• to disable the leveller mechanism.

• to view additional detail on alarms.

Entering service access mode
There are many settings within CyScan Console that can seriously affect system op-
eration if they are incorrectly adjusted. For this reason they are concealed until you 
enter service access mode. 

There are two ways to enter service access mode:

• Obtain a temporary service access code from either Guidance Navigation Lim-
ited or an authorised customer service representative, or

• Insert an engineer’s USB key into one of the Console computers’ USB ports.

CyScan Console engineer level access
To obtain and use a temporary service access code

1 Within the CyScan Console application, view the About page tab within the Prop-
erty sheet.

2 Click the Service Access 
button in the lower right 
corner of the About page. 
A dialog will be displayed 
and will show a Service 
request code.

 Note: The service request 
code is always constructed 
as two groups of six capi-
tal letters [A-Z] separated 
by a + sign. There are 
never any numerals in a 
service access code.  

3 Transmit the service 
access code to Guid-
ance Navigation Limited 
(support@cyscan.co.uk) 
or an authorised custom-
er service representative. 
A corresponding Service 
access code will be sup-
plied to you. This code is 
non-transferable and will 
operate only with current 
Console system for a limited period.

4 Enter the received code into the Service access code field of the displayed page 
and click OK. Service access will be granted on this system for a maximum 
period of 12 hours, however, the mode will be automatically ended after 20 
minutes - you need to re-click the Service Access button within the About page.

 Note: The service access code is a 12 digit hexadecimal number [0-9, A-F].

Service access code dialog showing the request code  
and an area to enter a corresponding access code

A Service Access USB Key is available to authorised service partners 
(part number 20-0076-4). This can be obtained from Guidance 
Navigation Limited. Email cyscan@guidance.eu.com

mailto:cyscan@guidance.eu.com
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Additional options 
available when op-
erating in Engineer 
level access mode

Additional shutdown menu features (requires service access)

When service access mode is invoked, the CyScan Console shutdown menu displays 
a variety of options that are concealed during normal user mode:    

• Shutdown. Closes down all sensor operations before exiting from the Console 
application.

• Leveller Flash Load. This function is only appropriate to an upgrade of the 
control software. Detailed instructions for this procedure will be provided as and 
when any upgrade becomes available.

• Leveller Diagnostics. Instructions in the use of the Diagnostics programme are 
not currently available.

• Rotor Mk x Flash Load. This function is only appropriate to an upgrade of the 
rotor software. Detailed instructions for this procedure will be provided as and 
when any upgrade becomes available. 

• Upload Navigator Executable. This function is only appropriate to an upgrade 
of the PC104 software. Detailed instructions for this procedure will be provided 
as and when any upgrade becomes available.
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Setting the serial communications port
The serial port that is used by the PC to interface with the CyScan sensor can be 
selected in two ways.

• The port setting is available in the Configuration property page (note the con-
sole registry setting must be set to allow engineer level access). At the top of 
the page, the Select Configuration Category must be set to 'Communications'. 
Then use the 'Console Communications Port' option to select the appropriate 
port setting (note that 8 serial ports are displayed even though your particular 
PC may not have 8 ports available). 

• The port used by the CyScan Console is selectable within the Windows Registry 
Editor (regedit). Run Regedit in the usual manner and select My Computer -> 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -> SOFTWARE -> Guidance Navigation Ltd -> CyScan 
User Console. Select the Port key and change its value according to the follow-
ing so that it matches the required physical or virtual serial port:

 Port key value Required User Console port  

  0 COM1

  1 COM2

  2 COM3

  3 COM4

  4 COM5

Selecting cyclic test mode 
for the leveller mechanism. 
For some service tasks it is 
necessary to fully exercise 
the leveller tilt mechanism. 
The Cyclic Oscillation feature 
is available through the Tools 
button and Select Tilt Mode 
menu. 

Disabling the leveller mecha-
nism. For some service and 
maintenance tasks it is help-
ful if the leveller mechanism 
is switched off. This feature 
is available through the Tools 
button and Select Tilt Mode 
menu.

Scanner tilt mechanism engineering functions
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Property pages engineering functions
Alarms Page 
Additional alarm 
information is given 
in the Source and 
Type windows as 
described in the 
following tables: 
Source identifies the 
software sub-system 
that has generated 
the alarm and Type 
describes the current 
status.

Reflections Page
Additional real-time 
optical system infor-
mation is given. 

CyScan analyses the 
intensity and quality 
of returned reflec-
tions and adjusts 
the power output 
of the laser (within 
safety constraints) 
and the gain of the 
receiver circuit to 
optimise the bright-
ness of the reflec-
tions.

Power

Shown as a single 
value in the range 
20 – 255. This is 
adjusted after each 
revolution and fixed for the next revolution. The value is not manually adjustable.

Gain

Shown within the Extended pulse data section as a per reflection value in the range 
46 -76. This is adjusted after each revolution and fixed per 22.5° sector for the next 
revolution. The value is not manually adjustable.

Generally the Brightness value of a good, visible target will be in the range 100 
– 200. The Gain and Power values automatically adjust to achieve this. 

HINT: When a target is close (within 50m) these values will be towards the bottom 
of their range. When targets are more distant these values will increase with the 
power setting increasing to its maximum before the one for gain.

continued

 Source Originating software sub-system

  Scanner  Rotor

  Leveller  Leveller

  Sensor  Embedded PC

  Serial Comms  Embedded PC

  Estimator  Embedded PC 

  Hypothesizer  Embedded PC

  Data Feed  Embedded PC

  Supervisor  Embedded PC

  User Console  Control Console
  Simulator  Simulator (only when simulator replaces sensor)

 Type Status

  Active  Condition still applies. May require operator to clear or  
    may be cleared automatically by the system.

  Stopped  Condition has cleared. No input required.

  Instant  Information that an event occurred. 
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Extended pulse data

Each row describes data achieved for a major reflector. The left hand column shows 
the number of pulses received per revolution and the proportion of those accepted 
for navigation processing. For a strong reflection the two values will be approxi-
mately equal. If the scanner tilt is correctly set the majority of the reflection intensity 
will be incident on the central receiver element (Signal B) and less on the upper 
and lower elements (Signal A and Signal C). These parameters have value range 45 
– 255. 

HINT: If Signal A is markedly greater than Signal B then the Scanner is tilted too far 
upwards. If Signal C is greater than Signal B then the Scanner is tilted too far down. 
The operator is also advised of this by the up and down arrows that appear in the 
left hand column of Basic range & bearing data.

Pulses

This shows the total number of pulses that the rotor has received in the last com-
plete revolution. This includes spurious, transient and faint reflections that will 
normally be ignored in position calculations.  In an uncluttered environment the 
Pulses value will equate to the sum of the pulses received from the major reflectors 
and shown in the Extended pulses data window.  In a busy environment (containing 
numerous reflective surfaces) this value may be considerably larger. The Pulse data 
can be helpful in understanding the complexity of the target scene as observed by 
the sensor.

Marker

This is a real-time display of the zero point used in bearing calculations. This pa-
rameter is factory set to 180° (towards the connectors on the sensor base plate) 
with sensor usually mounted towards the stern of the vessel. It is not adjustable. If 
significant bearing inaccuracies are evident this value should be checked for stability 
or change.       

Configuration Page
System settings are available on the Communications and File Transfer / Admin 
pages under Configuration Category.

Communications   

Selection of serial 
port for connection 
between the sensor 
and PC running the 
console software. 
Default setting is 
COM1.

Selection of data 
transfer rate be-
tween the sensor 
and the PC run-
ning the console 
software. Default 
setting is 38400.

Console Port Status 
is a diagnostic 
feature and displays 
the current status of 
the serial commu-
nications between 
the sensor and the 
PC. It should show 
Open rather than 
RTS (request to send) or CTS (clear to send).
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File Transfer / Admin

Vessel name, 
dimensions and 
the relative posi-
tion of the CyScan 
sensor can be 
input together with 
the CyScan serial 
number.

Leveller calibration 
is a function that 
re-calibrates the 
leveller mechanism. 
This should only 
be undertaken 
on-shore with the 
sensor on a flat 
surface.

Sensor Unit reboot 
sends a command 
to the sensor to 
reboot the PC104. 
This function is 
used during some 
firmware upgrade procedures.

Calibration Import / Export / Default relate to sensor specific calibration data includ-
ing for the laser. Before importing or resetting to factory defaults it is recommended 
that the current settings be exported and archived locally.

Parameter Import / Export / Default relate to the general control settings for CyScan. 
In some specific applications Guidance Navigation Limited may recommend non 
standard settings for optimum performance and provide an upgrade or patch for 
this. Before importing or resetting to factory defaults it is recommended that the 
current settings be exported and archived locally.
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Technical notes
• Technical note 1: CyScan sensor connector pin-outs 

• Technical note 2: DP message types

• Technical note 3: NMEA 0183 message string status bits definition 
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TECHNICAL NOTE 1

CyScan sensor connector pin-outs
The CyScan sensor has four connectors situated at the Stern end of its base plate. 
Three of the connectors are used during operation, the fourth is used (offline) when 
the leveller component requires a software upgrade.

The pin-outs of the four connectors are given here for completeness.  

DC Power

   Pin       Signal

     A     24VDC 6A
     B            0V
     C           Earth

DP Feed

   Pin       Signal              

     A           0V                 
     B           RXA
     C            TXB
     D           TXA                
     E           RXB                
     F           24V                
     G           NC                 
     H           GND               
     J            NC                 

Console

   Pin       Signal              

     A           0V                 
     B           RXA                
     C            TXB                
     D           TXA                
     E           RXB
     F           24V
     G           NC
     H           GND
     J            NC

! IMPORTANT: 0V is not the same 
as GND. 0V is the power supply 
return whereas GND is a dig-
ital ground connection for the 
communication ports. If 0V and 
GND are crossed or joined, the 
system will not function.

Leveller Programming

   Pin       Signal

     A          DSR
     B           RXD
     C            NC
     D           TXD
     E            CTS
     F            NC
     G           NC
     H           GND
     J          VPPEN
     K            NC
     L            NC
    M           NC

DC Power
3 way plug DP Feed

9 way plug Console
9 way socket Leveller

Programming
12 way socket
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TECHNICAL NOTE 2

DP message types
Introduction

The CyScan Mk II distinguishes between two operating modes: (a) single target/
prism, and (b) multiple target operation which can affect the type of data sent to 
the DP feed. However, independent of this operation mode different DP feed mes-
sage types can be selected from a range of formats. The DP message update rate is 
1 Hz.

Each format name is followed by the corresponding selection value that can be 
used in a bitwise combination with other selection values (registry key:
DpFedAllowSelection) to define which DP feed formats are available for selection 
by the normal DP operator. Typically this should be set to only a single value corre-
sponding to the DP system the sensor is connected to.

The default DP feed selection value for normal operators is 0x0007 correspond-
ing to the NMEA0183R, NMEA0183P and ASCII17 formats. In engineer mode all 
formats with selection values below 0x00FF are available.

NMEA0183R Format (0x0001)
A 42 character string: 

$RLS,±AAA.AA,±BBB.BB,S1,XXX.XXX,S2,HHHH*CC<CR><LF>
• $RLS  message header

• AAA.AA resolved raw position in A axis [metres] 

• BBB.BB resolved raw position in B axis [metres] 

• S1  status of position data in A and B axis,  A – available; V – void

• XXX.XXX resolved bearing of vessel with respect to A axis [degrees]

• S2  status of bearing data,  A – available; V – void

• HHHH  status word in hexadecimal. Up to 16 bits defined by Guidance  
  Navigation in a separate specifications document

• CC  computed checksum in hex

• <CR>  Carriage return (ASCII 0D hex)

• <LF>  Line feed (ASCII 0A hex)

Note: when the reflectors are installed on a fixed platform and their co-ordinates 
are entered in Northings and Eastings, AAA.AA and BBB.BB will also be in North-
ings and Eastings and XXX.XXX will be true vessel heading.

NMEA0183P Format (0x0002)
A 42 character string: 

$RLS,±AAA.AA,±BBB.BB,S1,XXX.XXX,S2,HHHH*CC<CR><LF>
• $RLS  message header

• AAA.AA resolved primary position in A axis [metres]

• BBB.BB resolved primary position in B axis [metres]

• S1  status of position data in A and B axis,  A – available; V – void

• XXX.XXX resolved bearing of vessel with respect to A axis [degrees]

• S2  status of bearing data,  A – available; V – void

• HHHH  status word in hexadecimal. Up to 16 bits defined by Guidance  
  Navigation in a separate specifications document

• CC  computed checksum in hex

• <CR>  Carriage return (ASCII 0D hex)

• <LF>  Line feed (ASCII 0A hex)

ASCII17 Format (0x0004)
A 17 character string delimited only by <CR> and <LF> with bearing measured bow 
clockwise.

CHARACTER INDEX DESCRIPTION FORMAT
0-5 Range (metres x 10) nnnnnn
6 Space (0x20h) X
7-12 Bearing (degrees x 1000) nnnnnn
13 Space (0x20h) X
14 Status Flag (0 = invalid, 1 = valid) N
15 carriage return  (0x0Dh) X
16 line feed  (0x0Ah) X
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MDL Standard (0x0008)
A 19 character string delimited only by <CR> and <LF> with bearing measured bow 
clockwise.

CHARACTER INDEX DESCRIPTION FORMAT
0-1 ID  nn
2 Space (0x20h) X
3-9 Range (m) nnnn.nn
10 Space (0x20h) X
11-16 Bearing (degrees) nnn.nn
17 carriage return  (0x0Dh) X
18 line feed  (0x0Ah) X

MDL Multi-Target (0x0040)
A 22 character string delimited only by <CR> and <LF> with bearing measured bow 
clockwise.

CHARACTER INDEX DESCRIPTION FORMAT
0-1 ID  nn
2 Space (0x20h) X

3-9 Range (m) nnnn.nn
10 Space (0x20h) X
11-16 Bearing (degrees) nnn.nn
17 Space (0x20h) X
18-19 NMEA style checksum in hex CC
20 carriage return  (0x0Dh) X
21 line feed  (0x0Ah) X

Nautronix Standard (0x0080)
A 14 character string delimited only by <CR> and <LF> with bearing measured bow 
clockwise.

CHARACTER INDEX DESCRIPTION FORMAT
0-1 ID  nn
2-6 Bearing (degrees x 100) nnnnn
7-11 Range (m x 10)) nnnnn
12 carriage return  (0x0Dh) X
13 line feed  (0x0Ah) X

Artemis Mk IV (0x0010)
A 17 character string delimited only by <CR> and <LF> with bearing measured bow 
clockwise.

CHARACTER INDEX DESCRIPTION FORMAT
0-5 Range (metres x 10) nnnnnn
6 Space (0x20h) X
7-12 Bearing (degrees x 1000) nnnnnn
13 Space (0x20h) X
14 ID (always 1) N
15 carriage return  (0x0Dh) X
16 line feed  (0x0Ah) X

Kongsberg Standard (0x0020)
A 9 character string in BCD format.

CHARACTER INDEX DESCRIPTION FORMAT
0-2 Bearing (degrees x 100) in BCD ddd
3-5 Range (metres x 10) in BCD ddd
6 Zero (0x00h) X
7 Zero (0x00h) X
8 Delimiter (0xFFh) X
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Single Target/Single Prism Operation (a)
In single target or single prism operation the system runs a different algorithm 
which captures targets based on the signal strength and then tracks them based on 
range, bearing (and signal strength where applicable).

• Any NMEA0183 Format 

 Position: feedback is based on a per-rev instantaneous trigonometric calcula-
tion using the raw range and bearing to the primary target only. The position is 
referenced to a vessel aligned target frame. If no fresh data is available the most 
recent data is resent but the void flag is asserted.

 Heading: value is always set to zero and the heading status is always flagged 
as void.  

 Status: Bit 15 is always set and bit 14 is always unset.

• ASCII17

 The feedback is the raw range and bearing to the primary target. If there is no 
target detected the status flag is set to invalid.

• MDL, Nautronix, Artemis, Kongsberg formats

 The feedback is the raw range and bearing to the primary target. There are no 
status bits.

Named Mooring Point (Multiple Targets) Operation (b)
In this operation mode the CyScan runs a Kalman filter for its association (and navi-
gation where applicable). The DP Message format selection has a vital impact on 
the nature of the data transmitted.

• NME0183R “Raw”

 Position and Heading: feedback is based on a per-rev instantaneous iterative 
optimisation calculation using the raw ranges and bearings from the two as-
sociations with the widest baseline. If less than two associations are available or 
the iterative position refinement calculation did not succeed, then the position 
and heading feedback are both flagged as void. The data is referenced to the 
target frame.

 Status: Bit 15 is always unset and bit 14 is always set.

• NME0183P “Primary”

 Position: feedback is based on a per-rev instantaneous trigonometric calcula-
tion using the raw range and bearing to the primary target only. If no primary 
association is available, then the position feedback is flagged as void. The posi-
tion is referenced to a vessel aligned target frame, i.e. the vessel frame with the 
origin located at the primary target.  

 Heading: If more than one association is available, then the further associa-
tions are used to compute a bearing. This bearing is identical to the bearing 
computed in the raw data mode. If less than two associations are available or 
the iterative refinement calculation did not succeed, then heading feedback is 
flagged as void. The data is referenced to the target frame.

 The relationship between raw data position feedback and primary data position 
feedback is defined by a transformation from the target frame into the vessel 
centred frame located at the primary target as shown below:

 Status: Bits 15 and 14 are always set.

• ASCII17

 The feedback is the raw range and bearing to the primary target. If there is no 
target detected the status flag is set to invalid.

• MDL, Nautronix, Artemis

 The feedback is the raw range and bearing to all associated targets. A separate 
message for each range/bearing pair is transmitted. There are no status bits.

• Kongsberg

 The feedback is the raw range and bearing to the primary associated target 
only. Since this message type does not contain any target identifier only one 
message per rev can be sent.

xv sin
sincos

0 0

0
0
1

cos xt

yv

ov

ot

otot

ot
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General DP Feed behaviour
Two configuration options accessible via the “Communications” property page 
control the behaviour of the DP Feed:

• Keep DP Feed Always enabled

 If this value is ticked (switched on) as per default, then the DP Feed link is al-
ways kept active while the system is not suspended and on each scanner rev the 
system will transmit a message – if there is no valid message to send because 
the system is not navigating or no reflections are received, then a zero based 
message is sent. This can be used by the DP system to determine that the mes-
sage link is alive even though the sensor is not configured to navigate.

 If this option is turned off, then the DP Feed is only enabled for the time when 
the “start navigating” button on the CyScan Console has been pressed until 
“stop navigating” is pressed.

• Allow refresh timer / zero strings

 If this value is ticked (switched on) as per default, then a 1 second timer ensures 
that messages are regularly sent at a rate of 1 Hz to the DP system irrespective 
of what reflections are detected or whether valid navigation messages are avail-
able for transmission. This means that when navigation is started and no valid 
message is available yet, a few zero message might be sent. During a rev when 
navigation might be dropped because of a missing reflection, a repetition of the 
previous message can be sent (stale data) based on this timer.

 If this option is turned off, zero messages and stale data are never sent for 
message types which do not have a quality status flag. Only valid messages are 
sent.

Coordinate Frames for NMEA0183 messages
• Single target operation produces the same A/B position in either raw or primary 

mode provided in each case the same target is being tracked, i.e. the measured 
range R and bearing B are the same.

(N.B: when starting single target tracking the brightest target is acquired and 
not the first one in a rev, so if the measured brightness of a target changes for 
example because of frost, then subsequently a different target might be ac-
quired.  However, this only applies to acquiring of the target on start-up only 
and not while tracking a target.)

+A

+B-B

-A

VA

B R

VB
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• Multiple target tracking with the first target being located at the defined moor-
ing point origin (as recommended).

 In primary mode the A/B axes are aligned with the ship’s axes and centred at 
the primary target which in this case coincides with the origin of the defined 
mooring point and therefore with the origin of the raw mode A/B axes.

• Multiple target tracking with the first target not being located at the defined 
mooring point origin.

 In this case the origins of the raw mode and primary mode co-ordinate axes 
no longer coincide as the primary mode axes are referenced from the primary 
target whereas the raw mode is referenced with respect to the defined mooring 
point origin.

+A prim

+B prim

-B prim

-A prim

VA prim

-B raw

+B raw

+A raw

B

R

VB raw

VA raw

VH raw
& prim

VB prim

+A prim

+B prim

-B prim

-A prim

VA prim

-B raw

+B raw

+A raw

B R

VB raw

VA raw

VH raw
& prim

VB prim
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TECHNICAL NOTE 3

NMEA 0183 message string status bits 
definition

The DP message string makes use of the 16 status bits originally set to zero.  This 
document gives the means to decode the status bits and to ascertain their meaning.  
These bits only apply for navigation with the NMEA0183 DP message type selected.

Format
The 16 status bits are encoded as 4 hex characters of which only the least and most 
significant four bits are relevant.  The format of the string is thus [x

3
x

2
x

1
x

0
] with 

characters x
i
 taking on values 0x0

h
 to 0xF

h
.

Character x0 = Bit Definitions [b3b2b1b0]

b
0
 : bNavEnabledTest Control flag indicating whether the navigator is 

enabled. This must be set to 1 when navigating; 
otherwise the navigation data is invalid.

b
1
 : bScnEnabledTest Control flag indicating whether the sensor is ena-

bled. This must be set to 1 when navigating; other-
wise the navigation data is invalid.

b
2
 : bRefTargetTest Control flag indicating whether the current mooring  

point contains a valid reference target definition. 
This must be set to 1 when navigating; otherwise 
the navigation data is invalid.

b
3
 : bFixedStructure If the above reference target definition is available 

(b
2
 = 1), then this flag indicates whether the current  

mooring definition corresponds to a fixed structure 
(b

3
 = 1) or a mobile structure (b

3
 = 0).  Otherwise 

this flag is always 0.

Character x1 = Bit Definitions [b7b6b5b4]

B
7-4

 : reserved These bits may or may not be set.

These bits are currently reserved and should be ignored.

Character x2 = Bit Definitions [b11b10b9b8]

b
11-8

 : reserved These bits may or may not be set.

 These bits are currently reserved and should be 
ignored.

Character x3 = Bit Definitions [b15b14b13b12]

b
12

 : bAssocPrimary Control flag indicating whether a primary associa-
tion has been made this rev.

b
13

 : bAssocRaw Control flag indicating whether two (or more) as-
sociations have yielded a raw position and heading 
estimate.

b
14

 : bRawDataMode The second most significant bit is a special status bit 
indicating whether the system is operating in raw 
data mode (b

14
 = 1) or Kalman filtered mode (b

14
 = 0)

b
15

 : bSingleTargetMode The most significant bit is a special status bit indicat-
ing whether the system is operating in single/primary 
target mode (b

15
 = 1) or multiple target mode (b

15
 = 0)
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